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Expenditures reduced $2.75 billion 
Carter to cut defense spending 
WASHINGTON (AP)-Presldenl Carter put his stamp of approval yesterday 
on all current CIA activities and said his review of news reports that the CIA 
has secretly paid millions of dollars to foreign leaders has "not found anything 
illegal or Improper." 
Carter defended the $2.76-blllion reduction in defense expenditures he 
proposed In the revised budget he submitted to Congress on Tuesday. But he 
said "I cant say" whether next year's Pentagon budget will be more. 
The President promised to send Congress his proposal for a new department 
of energy "the first of next week" and said he probably will present his com- 
prehensive energy policy in a speech to a Joint session of Congress around April 
20. 
CARTER MADE THE POINT in his second nationally televised news con- 
ference as President. The questioning appeared more pointed than during his 
first, on Feb. 8, but he answered without any substantial miscues and lingered 
afterward to talk to reporters. 
During the news conference, the President made these points: 
-He has not reached any decision on whether to go ahead with production of 
the costly Bl bombers but hopes to decide by May. "I have serious questions 
whether the BI ought to be in the center of airborne defense capability," he 
said. 
Carter said that he would be less likely to order a production go-ahead if the 
Soviet Union cooperates in "lessening tensions." 
-The administration Is analyzing the pressures and problems of Inflation, ana 
Carter will speak out on corrective measures when that analysis is completed. 
"I think rigid wage and price guidelines are a mistake," he said. 
BUT CARTER SAID he will "retain the option" of asking business and labor 
for advance notice of wage or price increases. He said the program would be 
voluntary. 
-Another analysis is being conducted on reducing the amount of government 
regulation over business, beguui-ig with the airline industry. 
Carter said he will send Congress a message about that, probably next week. 
-He prefers to have all public elections federally financed, an extension of the 
system by which the government now pays for the presidential election cam- 
paign. 
Carter also said he favors eliminating the electoral college and providing "a 
simple way for American people who are citizens and 18 years old to register to 
vote." 
—Secretary of State Cyrus Vance's recent Middle East trip was "very suc- 
cessful." Vance reported to Carter on the trip during a morning meeting with 
national security advisers. 
Carter said he plans to see Arab and Israeli leaders in Washington starting 
March 12 with Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin. The White House later 
said the proposed visit is planned for March 7 and 8. 
Recreation, News request 1977-78 funding 
N.wipholo   by   Minify   Milliaon ' 
A health fair yesterday iii the Student Services Forum Introduced 
local elementary students to the health care field. Brad 
Tmmbull, a fourth grader at Conneaut grade school, looks 
surprised when he hears the pulse of a volunteer getting his bload 
pressure checked by Registered Nurse Mary Casperson. 
By Dennis J. Sadowski 
Staff Reporter 
Advisory Committee on General Fee 
Allocation (ACGFA) budget request 
hearings continued last night with four 
organizations asking for a total of 
$137,336.56 in funding for next year. 
Sue A. Hager. associate athletic 
director, asked for $15,838 to manage 
the campus recreation and intramural 
■CHIi program and the Swan Club, a 
group of swimmers that performs a 
yearly show. 
Under the title of campus recreation 
and intramurals fall University 
Performing Dancers and the women's 
intramural program. 
HAGER SAID THAT when the 
recreation center is completed, the 
men's and women's intramural 
program will be combined. 
"It's almost Impossible to do it 
I combine) right now because of the 
location of facilities," Hager said. She 
added that the programs try not to 
duplicate activities. 
According to Hager, the Swan Club 
formerly was funded through the 
intercollegiate athletic budget, but 
now Is funded by (HI. 
"I would like to see them become a 
separate entity and have them come 
and plead to this committee for their 
budget," Hager said. "There's no 
doubt in my mind that in a few years 
Moore: Fee ceilings unwise and unneeded 
By Sherry Kirkendall 
Staff Reporter 
COl.UMBUS-University President 
Hollis A. Moore Jr. testified before the 
Education Subcommittee of the Ohio 
House Finance-Appropriations 
Committee in Columbus yesterday, 
and told the subcommittee that a 
ceiling on instructional or general fees 
would be unwise. He said such a 
' ceiling would prevent universities 
from managing effectively and 
trustees from carrying out their full 
measure of accountability. 
"The institutional boards of trustees 
are closer to the students than is any 
other board in the state," Moore said, 
"And they can be trusted to preserve 
the lowest costs consistent with the 
mission of each university. I don't 
think anyone is going to price them- 
selves out of the business." 
Moore was invited by the sub- 
committee to testify and present his 
views on House Bill 191, the proposed 
total biennium budget for the state 
which includes allocations for 
education. 
AS DRAFTED, the bill would 
provide $1.3 billion in student-based 
state subsidies, of which the 
University would be appropriated 
$27,087,142 for the 1977-78 academic 
year and $29,157,220 for 1978-79. 
Earlier, the Ohio Board of Regents 
submitted an educational budget 
request of $1.44 billion for the bien- 
nium. 
Commenting on the possible effects 
of a $1.30 billion budget total, Moore 
said certain economic factors must be 
considered. 
"We must keep compensation for all 
our personnel-faculty and staff— 
during  the  next  biennium  at  least 
equal to the past year's Consumer 
Price Index and equal to the per- 
centage Increase which our Civil 
Service regulations guarantee to non- 
academic people," Moore said. 
He added that the disparity between 
Civil Service employes, whose 
average wage has doubled since 1970, 
and the faculty, whose average salary 
has risen 44 per cent during the same 
period, cannot continue. He called 
such action "unjust and 
discriminatory against faculty 
members." 
to page 3 
this organization can become self- 
sufficient. I certainly hope the group 
will not die." 
Through captain Doreen M. Maz- 
zola, the cheerleaders presented a 
budget request of $1,400, equal to last 
year's allocation. 
"NONE OF THIS will be used for 
the Hawaii trip," Mazzola said. "This 
is our own project." 
Next fall the University football 
team will play at the University of 
Hawaii. 
Expenses will include, she said, 
insurance for travel, two cheerleading 
clinics in the summer and com- 
munications. 
Douglas A. Blank and Joseph F. 
Wollet II, business manager and 
editor of The BG News, respectively, 
requested $117,688.56 in funding for 
next year, more than triple this year's 
allocation. 
BLANK SAID an increase in 
salaries and benefits from $14,536 to 
$45,523 will pay for the salary of a 
production manager, hiring production 
employes and a required increase in 
the adviser's salary. 
Other major Increases in expenses 
include the rising cost of printing and 
supplies, Blank added. 
Major problems for the News 
evolved from the purchase of 
typesetting equipment used to produce 
the paper, Wollet said. 
"Our production shop, for a while, 
was unorganized." he said. "Once the 
production shop gets going, we expect 
to pull in $1,000 a month." 
"That portion (production) can 
become self-sufficient quickly," Blank 
said. "We're saving money. We're not 
saving as much now as we have the 
ability to because it's just not 
organized as it should be." 
ALTHOUGH THE NEWS has ex- 
perienced difficulties in running the 
production equipment, it will still be 
saving about $11,000 in printing costs 
from 1975-76, Dr. John H. Boyer, 
director of the School of Journalism, 
told the committee. 
WoUet said for the $35,000 the Newt 
pays its student staff, the students are 
receiving a service. 
"We provide them a service that's 
there four days week," he said. "If It 
was missing, I think all students, all 
15,000, would miss it." 
ACGFA passed a motion requesting 
the News to provide a more detailed 
budget to justify their request. 
In the final requests. Scott W. 
Hewson, chief administrator of 
Student Court, asked for $2,400 next 
year, an increase of $400. 
He said the additional allocation, if 
granted, would be used to purchase a 
typewriter. 
He said Student Court should be able 
to get by on the remaining $2,000 as it 
did this year. 
Safety of Clough railroad crossing questioned 
By Cindy Letee 
Staff Reporter 
The safety of the Clough Street 
railroad crossing is once again in 
question following the train-truck 
collision last week that damaged both 
vehicles. 
No one was hurt, but two people 
were killed in an accident at the same 
crossing two years ago. 
City police Capt. Galen Ash, said the 
crossing has no red warning lights or 
safety gates. The crossing does have a 
flashing yellow light which is always 
in operation. He said the crossing is 
dangerous because motorists often do 
not stop and "rely on the chance that 
a train is not coming.' 
"YOU'VE GOT to stop, look and 
listen." Ash said. "And many people 
don't do that; they just barrel on 
through." 
He said the trucker was cited for 
last week's accident because he did 
not stop before crossing the tracks 
The back of the truck was damaged 
and a side panel of the train's engine 
was torn off. 
"That's irresponsible I not stop- 
ping i." Ash said. "This time no one 
was hurt, but what could happen if a 
car or truck is hit head on?" 
Howard Rutter, chairman of the 
Bowling Green Traffic Commission, 
said the crossing should have a 
warning light, rather than the 
unlighted crossbuck (sign that reads 
"railroad crossing") because people 
must be reminded of danger. 
"THEY   DONT   realize   anymore 
that trains can kill," Rutter said. 
"Motorists lose all ties; the train is 
bigger and weighs more and people 
think it (the train) can stop quickly. It 
can't." 
Rutter said If motorists are wary of 
all danger signals they will see or 
hear a train coming. He said a train's 
engineer must blow a steam whistle 
whenever he sees white markers near 
the railroad track. 
He said many people have reported 
trains that do not blow the whistles. 
"I'VE HEARD rumors but all I can 
say is that every time I see a train I 
hear a whistle," he said. 
Motorists also complain that trains 
travel too fast through the city, Rutter 
said. He said city ordinances require 
trains to slow to 35 mph through city 
limits. 
"They comply with the speed on the 
whole," he said, adding that police 
have recorded speeds of 41 mph by 
radar. 
"People see the train rumble and 
it's huge, monsterous and steam 
comes out of the top. They Just think it 
goes faster." 
He said he believes the trains should 
be allowed to travel through town 
faster because people are always 
"looking for a challenge" and Injuries 
wouldn't be any worse because they 
are about as severe with any accident 
involving a fast-moving train. 
RUTTER SAID a warning light 
would help if the state can afford its 
installation. 
Larry C. Loy, district bridge 
engineer for the eight-county office of 
the Ohio Department of Tran- 
sportation, 317 E. Poe Road,, said 
the crossing is low on the priority 
lists for crossing signals. In 1972 the 
crossing was rated as having a 3.158 
accident probability during a 10-year 
period. 
"They take just about everything 
into account," Loy said. "The number 
of trains, the speed they travel, the 
traffic on the road, the quality of 
approach and the grade of the 
crossing are all important." 
He said he doubts the light will be 
installed soon because other crossings 
in the state are much more dangerous. 
INSTALLATION OF flashing lights 
would cost at least $30,000 because the 
road crosses two tracks. 
Clough crossing The safety of the Clough Street railroad crossing Is being questioned again following a train-truck 
collision last week. Some persons believe the crossing 
Htwtftoo  OanW  Ho 
should   have   additional   warning   lights   to  alert 
motorists to approaching trains. 
opinion 'judgment is founded on truth...' 
wrecking downtown 
Thursday nights in downtown Bowling Green have become virtual 
demolition derbies 
People partying on Thursday, as well as on Friday and Saturday 
nights, have been causing hundreds of dollars of damage every week. 
Unfortunately, most of the destruction can be attributed to University 
students. 
It is no wonder that there is an adversary relationship between 
students and townspeople when city residents, especially the ones 
who live near downtown, look out their windows and see rowdy bar- 
hoppers defacing homes and businesses. 
According to Capt. Calen Ash of the Bowling Green Police 
Department, normal downtown weekend activities include cracking 
trees which have been planted along sidewalks, breaking windows, 
snapping car antennas and jumping from one car roof to another. 
Ash also said several parking meters are stolen or vandalized each 
year downtown. He added that the clock mechanism in each meter 
costs about $60, not to mention the outer casing. 
Thus, wrecking one of the many double meters is a felony, 
punishable by a prison sentence. 
"That (stealing or ruining parking meters) is a penitentiary offense 
although it may have started as a prank," Ash said. 
In a citizen complaint, a Court Street resident told the News that 
her residence, and those around her, have become the object of 
routine vandalism. 
"In the winter of 1976." the complainant said, "the neighbor's 
bedroom window had a brick thrown through it. The brick landed on 
his bed but luckily missed him. Our bedroom windows both face the 
same outside wall. It easily could have been my window and I was 
six months pregnant at the time Would that have been the case, my 
daughter may not be alive today " 
Such   incidents  typify what  can  happen  when  a little  fun  turns 
VICIOUS. 
Partyers commonly urinate on downtown buildings, drive through 
pedestrian alleys and commit other stupid acts of destruction. 
This is to say nothing of the frequent destruction to the interior of 
the restaurants and taverns downtown 
Students should realize that they are members of the community, 
although temporary, and respect the city, its residents and property. 
Police often make arrests for disorderly conduct or open container 
violations, but nothing will work better than some simple self- 
restraint. 
Bowling Green is your city too-take care of it 
ra cuts could cause confusion 
David 8. Gannon 
R. A. tit Kohl 
Gaett Cohunniit 
I had a nightmare last night and I 
can truthfully aay It wasn't a result of 
cafeteria heartburn. Rather It was a 
psychological reaction to reading the 
headline In The BG News, "25 RA 
Jobs To Be Cut" That headline was 
only the beginning. A few days later I 
received a letter Informing me that, 
as a returning RA, I would be 
removed from my Door from time to 
time and be expected to work at the 
main desk. 
Icy chills ran up and down my spine 
as I thought of the increased abuse my 
frail c8° would be forced to endure. 
Then I came upon the realization that 
I might also be asked to gain the trust, 
respect, confidence and support of 
twice as many resident classmates as 
I had endeavored to get to know this 
year. _    
THIS PAST fall quarter was em- 
barrassing because I couldn't 
remember 60 names-next year could 
be overpowering with 120! In essence 
my Valentine's Day was ruined by 
these decisions that had been made 
with little regard to student wants and 
needs outside the classroom and off 
the athletic field. I settled down to a 
fitful sleep, no fault of the university 
provided mattress, and thoughts of 
opening day next year throbbed within 
my brain. 
"May I have your name please," I 
said. 
"My name is John Everystudent and 
here is my housing card - uh - this is 
Kohl Hall Isn't it?" 
"Yes and it seems that I am your 
Resident Adviser. Here is your room 
number and key and a pamphlet on 
how we run things here. If you have 
any other questions or problems there 
Is a sign-up sheet on my door with 
available times.    Now if you'll lust 
move along I have 119 other residents 
to attend to." 
At this moment a middle-aged 
woman wearing a bubushka bulled her 
way through the line. "I'm 
Everystudent's mother." That 
figured! 
"I'D LIKE to know how you would 
rate the Residence Life program here 
In comparison to other state-supported 
universities?" 
"I'm sorry Mrs. E but the university 
has rules against my divulging that 
sort of info. Besides the university 
gave us a pay raise to keep us quiet." 
She slipped me a ten-spot and I took 
her off to the side of the crowd and 
whispered. 
"This Is in the strictest confidence 
Mrs. E-it used to be the best in the 
state." 
She stared at my blankly. "What 
happened?" 
"Not so loudly!" - she apologized - 
"There was a plot to save money last 
year and they axed over one-sixth of 
the RAs. We used to be available for 
counseling but now we have to work 
thedesk."! started to move away and 
she grabbed my shoulder. 
"Is it that way in every dorm?" 
"ONLY IF you live in one - but 
especially the upperclass dorms. You 
see they left the RAs in the freshmen 
dorms because they felt they needed 
more attention, and cut in the up- 
perclass dorms ignoring the fact that 
they have a higher suicide rate. 
Confidentially-I hear they're already 
Jumping off Offenhauer!" 
"What if my son has a problem?" 
"Send him to the Link." 
"What if her needs to know 
something?" 
"Call Fact Line." 
"Who's Eolng to handle discipline 
problems?" 
"CAMPUS POLICE - uh - Safety." 
"Is  there  anything  I  can do to 
change this situation?    . paid good 
money to send my son here!" 
"Transfer the kid to Miami." 
Mrs. E. was adamant in knowing 
who had made these decisions. 
However I, in adhering to the 
traditional loyalty that an RA feels 
toward the university, simply turned 
around and, using my crisis training, 
hollered, "Next!" 
KI6HTS mO- \M& M£« SCH001S Of CITIES, SUBURBS. 
^Letters 
missing sign 
As residents of La Maison Fran- 
caise, we were extremely disturbed to 
discover that our red, white and blue 
house sign, which once hung on the 
side of the house, mysteriously walked 
away. Maybe It was tired of being 
bolted to the brick wall. One may 
wonder how that sign, or any sign for 
that matter, can get up and walk 
away. Well, we're wondering the same 
thing! 
What possible use could a sign that 
says "La Maison Francaise" be to 
anyone other than us? We're not 
concerned with who took the sign or 
for what reasons, but with having our 
sign returned. If you have any in- 
formation as to its whereabouts, 
please caU 372-2671. We would ap- 
preciate It. Thanks! 
La Maison Francaise 
meal coupons 
I would like to congratulate the 
Board of Trustees on keeping the 
dormitory room rates the same and 
increasing the cost of four meal 
coupon books by only IS. Their action 
seems commendable considering that 
"everything is going up." They also 
outlined three meal coupon purchase 
plans: Plan A- four books for 1185; 
Plan B- five books for 1222; and Plan 
C- six books for J259 Each book 
purchased over four books is available 
at a 20 per cent discount But the 
Board forgot one important plan that 
would alleviate many students of an 
unecessary problem: Plan D- three 
books for $138.75. 
The need for a Plan D appears 
obvious. Whenever I eat at Mac East, 
or pass a bullentin board, I see many 
signs that read: For Sale-One 
Coupon Book-t30, once In a while 
there is one that offers a tremendous 
bargain of $25. But who Is the bargain 
for? 
Certainly not for the student who 
work* long and hard for a minimal 
wage worrying where the money for 
next quarter is coming from. Cer- 
tainly not for the many parents who 
struggle to fit a weeks' pay into a 
week. The original buyer of the book 
almost certainly will have to absorb a 
33 per cent loss, or greater, on the 
resale of a book. I know of very few 
students or parents who can afford to 
needlessly lose $15 per quarter. 
Some might say that $15 per quarter 
is a small loss to absorb, but It sounds 
mighty easier to absorb no loss at all! 
Some people Just don't eat as much as 
others-why should they be penalized 
for having small appetites? 
The Blade reported that "officials 
foresee greater income through the 
new optional meal plan which will 
offer students from three to seven 
meals a week more than the basic 
coupon plan." But I wonder what 
incentive someone with a large ap- 
petite will have to purchase additional 
coupon books at a 20 per cent savings 
when they can get another book at a 
Se 
t savings? 
Another thing that seems weird 
about the plan outlined by the Board is 
that someone can purchse extra books 
at a 2p p discount. Why should there 
be a 20 per cent discount? Why 
"reward" someone Just because of 
their large appetite? Sure, some 
people eat more, but let them pay the 
full value of the food they eat Just like 
those with small appetites must. 
Two options seem available to 
correct the situation. The first is 
obviously ridiculous-the Board could 
say, "Gee, you used only three books. 
We'll give you a 20 per cent discount 
on that third book because you have a 
small appetite." The second seems 
better-require tne purchase of three 
books and say that additional books 
will cost the full value of the book. (If 
three books cost $3, then six books will 
cost $6.) 
This second option would help many 
students by saving them from un- 
necessary financial loss and by 
relieving them of the hassle involved 
in selling an extra book. The 
University would also benefit by 
receiving the full cost of each book 
sold. 
LeeRoecker 
361 Kohl Hall 
ra poem 
An   unappreciated   (I.e.,   fired) 
Resident Advisor's poem to the BGSU 
Board of Trustees: 
We. the willing 
Led by the unknowInK 
Are doing the Impossible 
For the ungrateful. 
We have done so much 
For so long with so little 
We are now qualified 
To do anything with nothing. 
Thanks a lot. 
Mark S. Nicholls 
402 Offenhauer West 
Junior Resident Adviser 
pageant 
I simply could not sit back and allow 
the whole campus to get the wrong 
impression about so called "beauty" 
pageants, so I'm asking you to listen 
to another opinion, an opinion from a 
person who has been there, as a 
participant as a worker and as an 
observer. 
First of all I cannot see how you can 
compare the Miss BGSU pageant to 
the events which happened concerning 
a homecoming queen. The Miss 
BGSU pageant is affiliated with the 
Miss America pageant, the largest 
scholarship pageant functioning today. 
That's right, scholarship. Not In the 
sense that all girls who participate 
must be Elnstelns, or have high IQ's, 
but rather in a sense that each gains 
experience, meets people, and is given 
opportunities for advancement that 
otherwise may never have been 
possible. 
That doesn't mean that girls who 
are Involved in pageants are Just 
dumb broads, Miss America 1976 Is 
evidence of this. Although she was 
only eighteen, she spoke several 
languages fluently, talked freely and 
knowledgeably on almost any subject, 
and had already begun to compose her 
own music. As a plain girl making it 
big In pageants, take a look at Miss 
Ohio 1976-7. It want her looks that 
allowed her to win that pageant It was 
her talent. A talent that expressed 
more of herself than her lack of 
beauty ever could. Or what about 
Miss Teenage America? Her buck 
teeth and plain looks didn't stop her 
from winning one of the largest 
pageants offered to teenager girls. 
Mist pageants do not merely Involve 
beauty, and to say that a pageant la a 
degradation of human Intellectual 
worth, leads me to believe that you, 
Sue, have never been Involved in, or 
possibly have never even seen any 
kind of pageant 
For if you had, I don't think your 
opinion would be so unfeeling and 
negative. I have won, I have lost,-and 
I have watched countless other girls 
be both disappointed and thrilled, 
however, in all my year* of In- 
volvement   with  pageants,   I   have 
never heard one of them say it was a 
waste of time. 
You learn to appreciate others, and 
you especially learn to appreciate 
yourself, an attitude which few other 
life situations bring out In a person. 
My advice to you Sue? If you're good 
looking, have a fairly good talent, and 
enjoy people, or if you're not good 
looking, have a super talent, and love 
people, give the Miss BGSU pageant a 
try. But don't get in there with a 
negative opinion, because the other 
girls will sense it, exclude you, and 
you'll be more negative than ever. 
A pageant is fun. It's a chance to 
meet people, to find out about your- 
self, and to find out exactly what your 
talents and capabilities are. Either 
find out by entering, by coming to the 
show, or by taking it from someone 
who's been there. Win or lose, I 
wouldn't trade my pageant ex- 
periences for anything. 
Sandy McClelland 
1451 Clough No. 204 A 
phones 
Among the many wonderful services 
the University offers is the 
"privilege" (?) of being able to call 
long distance from your room with the 
use of a billing number. This is a 
fantastic service but, unfortunately, It 
has a couple drawbacks. 
You cant make calls without first 
getting a dial tone; this is one of the 
biggest problems of our phones. We 
have had the pleasure of trying to call 
home and then, after trying for as 
long as a half an hour, going down to 
the pay phone at the end of the hall 
and calling collect because we 
couldn't get a dial tone. 
"It's especially fun to have to play 
around with the phone when you are in 
a hurry to get through to the party you 
are trying to call. 
Another thing about the great phone 
service Is picking up the receiver and 
hearing the sweet music of the busy 
signal ringing in your ear. It's pure 
magic, considering the fact that you 
haven't even bled to dial anything 
yet 
One option of the phones is when 
you've dialed half of the number and 
it starts ringing. Talk about being 
surprised... 
If you are lucky enough to get a dial 
tone, the number dialed and an 
operator to answer, you then get the 
choice of listening to one of three 
conversations. Alas, the conversation 
you want to have with the party you 
called is the hardest to hear. 
We can't forget to mention the 
terrific beeping sound the phone 
makes when the other party answers. 
It's always fun to play the game, 
"Guess Who Answered the Phone" 
when you're paying for the call. When 
celling home one time, my younger 
sister answered the phone and thought 
it was a prank call when the beep 
sounded. If I wouldn't have said hello 
first, she would have hung up. 
When you finally get the bill for all 
this hassle, it's really nice to find out 
that some Jerk has made up a billing 
number that just happens to be yours. 
Then, they proceed to call long 
distance and talk for quite a long 
time. Since you get charged for It, you 
have to call the phone company and 
get it taken off the bill. It's a real pain 
to do this every month. 
With phone service like this, who 








I often read your "Letters to the 
Editor" with great interest. However, 
it seems that if a writer directs a 
letter to the News he should be aware 
that his opinions would be taken more 
seriously if he proofreads his letter. 
There is a difference between you're 
and your as well as between it's and 
its. Check your Fowler's Usage. It 
detracts from the import of a letter if 
its writer does not differentiate bet- 
ween these two. 
Martha Hart Sweeney 
Center for Continued Learning 
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Day in Review 
From Associated Press Reports 
Am in orders massacre 
President Idi Amin has launched a 
nationwide massacre of two 
predominantly Christian tribes in 
Uganda, a group of 22 refugees claimed 
today 
In Kampala, Uganda's capital, Amin 
told rope had put down a coup that was to 
include an airborne landing by 
paratroopers from the United States, 
Britain or Israel. 
The refugees in Tanzania said students, 
police, soldiers and civil servants 
belonging to the northern Acholi and 
Umgi tribes were being rounded up and 
"liquidated" to purge the government 
apparatus of members of the tribes. 
Western diplomatic sources in Nairobi, 
Kenya, said shooting was heard for 30 
minutes Tuesday eveing in Kampala' 
Mugire prison, where the Langl and 
Acholi detainee ortedly being held. 
Court to study power 
The Supreme Court yesterday agreed 
to consider how far power companies 
must go to prove that radioactive waste 
from proposed nuclear reactors will not 
be a safety hazard. 
The justices said they will hear the 
apeals of 16 power companies that the 
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in 
Washington exceeded its authority in 
ruling that administrative policies 
practiced by the federal Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission to insure safety 
compliance are insufficient. 
As a practical matter, the legal debate 
likely will not have any lasting effect on 
construction or operation of nuclear 
power plants in the United States. Last 
October, the appeals court postponed the 
effect of its ruling pending the outcome of 
the Supreme Court appeals. 
Hunt released 
E. Howard Hunt, the convicted 
Watergate burglar and author of spy 
thrillers, flew to Boston yesterday after 
slipping quietly away from a federal 
prison in Florida under cover of early 
morning darkness. 
Hunt. 58, left the 475-man federal 
minimum security prison at Eglin Air 
Force Base after serving 32 months for 
his part in the June 1972 break-in at 
Democratic national headquarters. 
Sources at tagan International Airport 
said Hunt, the recruiter and lookout in 
the break-in, arrived in Boston at about 
II a.m., a few hours after his release 
from the prison on Florida's Gulf Coast. 
Treasury chief got advance 
Treasury Secretary W. Michael 
Blumenthal got a four-year advance of 
$113,204 as a consultant to the Bendix 
Corp. before taking office but will not 
work for the industrial firm while on the 
public payroll, company records show. 
After the four-year period covered by 
the advance, the records show, 
Blumenthal will receive $2,358 a month 
for the rest of his life under the con- 
sulting arrangement. 
The consultant's fee was a portion of (2 
million Blumenthal received from Bendix 
in the 16 months before he went to work 
as treasury secretary, the records show. 
The payment to the former Bendix 
president and chief officer was in several 
forms, including salary, bonuses, stock 
options and consulting fees. 
Agency probes coffee 
A federal regulatory agency announced 
yesterday that it is investigating possible 
manipulation of U.S. coffee prices by 
commodities brokers from foreign coffee 
producing countries. 
Officials of the Commodities Futures 
Trading Commission revealed the in- 
vestigation during a House hearing into 
causes for the tripling in coffee prices 
during the last two years. 
The commission officials said they 
were particularly interested in com- 
modities transactions Jan. 11 after 
consumer groups had organized a coffee 
boycott. The boycott had resulted in a 
decline in the price of coffee beans on the 
Coffee and Sugar Exchange in New York 
after months of steady rises. 
Gas charges denied 
A Texaco official yesterday denied that 
his company is withholding natural gas 
and claimed such charges are un- 
dercutting the effort to develop a sound 
national energy policy. 
Richard B. Palmer, senior vice 
President in charge of Texaco's Western 
Hemisphere operations, told a House 
commerce subcommittee that the 
country only has a 10-year supply of 
natural gas remaining. 
He denied allegations made by com- 
mittee investigators on Tuesday that 
Texaco was withholding from production 
500 billion cubic feet of natural gas in two 
Gulf of Mexico fields for soley economic 
reasons. 
Weather still undependable 
At least for now, temperatures in Ohio 
are warmer, gas supplies less critical, 
layoffs fewer and some schools planning 
to reopen soon. 
But looking ahead to March, that 
brighter trend still depends on one un- 
dependable factor-the weather. 
"The National Weather Service is 
predicting 'below normal temperatures' 
for the next 30 days." Chuck Morris of 
the state energy emergency management 
committee said yesterday. "But that 
could be one degree, a half-degree or IS 
degrees below normal." 
Milder weather in recent weeks, 
coupled with emergency gas purchases 
and public conservation efforts, has 
allowed Columbia Gas of Ohio to ease 
curtailments for many businesses and 
industries beginning March 1. Alternate 
fuel sources are also more available, 
officials say. 
Lake walk no cakewalk 
The Coast Guard resumed a helicopter 
search yesterday for two men missing on 
frozen Lake Erie. 
Ronald Perilio and William Greulich, 
both 30, set out to walk the 30-odd miles 
to the Canadian side of the lake on 
Sunday and have not been heard from 
since then. A Coast Guard helicopter 
searched Tuesday but could not spot the 
men on the Ice. 
Two other Erie County residents called 
their families early yesterday after 
successfully crossing into Canada, the 
Coast Guard said. 
Another walker, 72-year-old retired 
sailor Edward Shaw of Erie, was rescued 
from the ice Tuesday by helicopter. 
Ohio ID cards okayed 
With virtually no debate, the House 
voted 82-5 yesterday for the state to 
provide identification cards to nondriving 
Ohioans for check cashing and other 
identification purposes. 
The bill stipulates that the cards would 
be available to Ohioans IB or over who 
make application and pay a $3 fee, 50 
cents of which would go to neighborhood 
deputy registrars who already dispense 
driver's licenses. 
Holders of driver's licenses would be 
ineligible to receive the color photograph 
cards containing a general description of 
the applicant, along with Social Security 
numbers if requested by the applicant. 
Scouts argue name change 
The Boy Scouts of America has 
changed its name to Scouting -USA, and 
the Girl Scouts don't like it. 
The 67-year-old organization said the 
change was made because the word 
"boy" is objectionable to minorities and 
because young women are enrolled in the 
co-ed Exploring Program. 
A Scouting-USA spokesman said the 
Girl Scouts tried unsuccessfully to talk 
the Boy Scouts out of the name change 
after it was approved last year. 
The Girl Scouts of America, a separate 
organization that is not changing its 
name, said the term Scouting-USA might 
lead backers to think that a donation to 
that group is a donation to the Girl 
Scouts. 
Must meet state specifications 
Job Interviews 
for BG News writing and editing positions 
will be held Friday, Saturday and Sunday 
call 372-2003 
Cafeteria food tested before it is served 
Editor's note: This U the 
last e* a series of related 
articles dealing with 
University Food Services. 
By Jane Mnsgrave 
Staff Reporter 
Tests seem to be a way of 
life in a college community. 
No one and nothing escapes 
examination-not even the 
food. 
All food served in 
University dining halls must 
meet certain state 
specifications. To assure 
the specifications are being 
met, University food service 
personnel perform tests on 
sample products before 
ordering the products in 
quantity, said Mona Pugh, 
director of dining services. 
The  tests   fall  in  three 
general categories:    taste, 
quantity and observation. 
Once a product's flavor has 
been approved, the product 
is weighed to assure that 
the labeling is accurate. 
The food is analyzed to 
determine if any foreign 
matter is present and to 
assure uniform ripeness. In 
the case of some canned 
goods, the contents are 
individually counted. Tests 
vary from product to 
product depending on the 
imposed specifications, 
Pugh explained. 
MEAT PRODUCTS are 
subject to strict regulations. 
Tests to determine fat and 
water content, as well as 
the presence of additives, 
arc run periodically. Once 
each quarter meat samples 
are sent to the State Con- 
sumer Analytical 
Laboratories in Columbus 
for analysis. If a question 
about the quality of a 
particular meat shipment 
arises during the quarter, 
the meat is tested on 
campus, Pugh said. 
The results of these tests 
is one way the University 
determines which company 
it will buy from. Food 
service personnel start by 
testing the lowest priced 
product. They test In- 
creasingly expensive 
products until they find one 
that meets state 
specifications. 
Most contracts are 
awarded on a yearly basis, 
but because of the changing 
meat market, Pugh ex- 
plained meat contracts are 
awarded on a weekly basis. 
"It would be too risky for 
both us and the supplier to 
sign long term contracts 
because meat prices are 
constantly changing. They 
already have to submit 
their bids two weeks in 
advance and that's bad 
enough." 
THERE IS NO centralized 
test  kitchen  on  campus. 
Food testing equipment is 
scattered among the 
various University 
cafeterias. Testers must 
work around the cooks. 
Because of this, most food 
testing is during the sum- 
mer. 
There are plans to con- 
vert a room in the basement 
of Founders into a per- 
manent test kitchen during 
spring quarter, but the 
energy situation may delay 
this. 
"We have all the equip- 
ment, we just need to get it 
all together in one 
location," Pugh said. 
"Our major concern now 
is operating our food ser- 
vices. When the gas was 
cut we had to replace all the 
equipment that ran on gas 
with electrical equipment. 
So, much of the equipment 
that would have been used 
in the test kitchen is being 
used in the cafeterias. Until 
we receive the gas we need 
to operate the cafeterias' 
equipment, we'll be forced 
to leave the electrically 
powered equipment where it 
Is." 
In addition to testing the 
quality of individual 
products, new recipes also 
are tested by food service 
personnel. 
Generally, the desirability 
of a product of recipe is 
determined by food service 
employes but occasionally 
students are used in the 
testing process. 
This year students eating 
in Commons and Founders 
cafeterias were given 
sample portions of new 
products and asked for their 
reactions. Pugh said. 
There has been some talk 
of using students as blind 
testers on a regular basis, 
but nothing definite has 
been set, Pugh said. 
Ad council promotes new funding plan 
By Gall Harris 
Staff Reporter 
With colleges and 
universities nation-wide 
cutting corners just to pay 
their bills, the American Ad 
Council has come up with a 
new campaign to perhaps 
alleviate the situation: 
"Make America Smarter- 
Give to the College of Your 
Choice." 
The University has its 
share of financial dif- 
ficulties, but it is not in 
serious condition, according 
to Paul R. Nuser, fiscal 
officer. He added that 
although the alumni 
program here is relatively 
new, alumni have been 
contributing large sums to 
the University. 
"We don't have the 
alumni program many older 
institutions have," he said. 
"That's because for many 
years we were a teacher's 
college and didn't graduate 
many students." 
Jerry L. Updegraff, 
assistant director of alumni 
affairs, said he had not 
heard of the new slogan 
promoting higher education, 
but remarked that he is 
unsure if it will affect 
financial gifts to univer- 
sities. 
"I DONT KNOW if it'll 
work or not, but at least it'll 
keep the issue in the public 
eye," he said. 
He said the University 
and other state-supported 
institutions are having few 
financial   difficulties   com- 
pared to private schools. 
"I worked at three 
private institutions before 
coming to Bowling Green," 
he said. "They've got a 
tough road because they 
depend on greater sources 
of private funds for sup- 
port." 
State institutions, on the 
other hand, can usually 
manage well, as students' 
fees and state support pays 
for "the bread and butter 
basics," he said. 
Gifts from alumni and 
private corporations 
provide the extra funds 
needed to make programs 
and departments excellent, 
Updegraff added. 
Donations come under the 
jurisdiction of the Bowling 
Green   State   University 
Moore calls ceilings unwise 
from page 1 
MOORE ALSO requested 
the legislature provide 
adequate supplemental 
funding to the colleges and 
universities if Civil Service 
pay scales again are hiked. 
Moore said it would 
displease him to see student 
costs rise next year, but 
said to get the full picture of 
cost one must also look at 
the rapid increase in grants, 
scholarships and work 
available to students, 
reducing the real cost of 
education. 
He presented figures to 
the  subcommittee showing 
an 11.5 per cent total cost 
rise to students from 1971-72 
to 1975-76, while the cost of 
living rose 32.7 per cent. He 
said money available to 
students from scholarships, 
grants, and wages for part- 
time campus work has 
increased in that same 
period from $2.5 million to 
$5.1 million. 
BUT      OHIO      STATE 
University (OSU) President 
Harold L. Enarson was not 
as optimistic about reducing 
real student costs. Enarson 
said the Rhodes budget, if 
adopted,   would   force   a 
tuition increase of at least 
$25 per quarter at OSU, 
which raised fees $10 last 
quarter. 
"Although there Is much 
that can be applauded in the 
executive budget," Enarson 
told the subcommittee, "the 
instructional subsidy dollars 
do not, repeat, do not 
provide for the continuation 
needs of the typical 
university." 
Enarson urged the sub- 
committee to consider in- 
vesting an additional $35 
million during the next 
biennium. 
Foundation, a non-profit 
organization which is 
governed by a boad of 
directors that appropriate 
funds within the University. 
MOST GRANTS are 
termed restrictive, in that 
the donor has requested the 
money be used for a certain 
purpose or go to a specific 
department. 
It is rare that a large 
financial gift is received 
and does not have strings 
attached, he said. Those 
that are not designated are 
called  unrestricted  gifts. 
A committee has been 
formed to determine 
priorities of the various 
departments and colleges, 
and will submit their 
recommendations to the 
foundation's board. 
"But that doesn't 
necessarily mean we'll 
follow exactly what they 
say," Updegraff said, 
"although we usually get 
along well." 
There are many con- 
siderations to be made 
before money is allocated, 
he said. 
"We try to help as many 
people as we can with the 
money, especially with 
unrestricted funds." he 
said. "For example, the 
new uniforms for the band. 
On the surface we're 
helping about 120 kids, but 
we think that'll help the 
University in the long run 
because the band is a great 
p.r. tool. So are the athletic 
teams." 
Updegraff said most 
donations are solicited, but 
many are made as a result 
of businesses' policies to 
give area colleges funds, 
because eventually they 
benefit in the form of 
better-educated employes. 
last year the University 
received $325,000 in alunuu 
contributions and $400,00 
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Todd Rundgren's 'f?o' called worthwhile; 
Gary Wright's sythesizer is lost in space 
Review by 
Lee Landenberger 
There Is a brand of rock 
and roll that's getting a lot 
of attention these days. It's 
called space rock and it 
comes in such packages as 
Genesis, Yes and Robin 
Trower. Two of the newest 
entries in the spare rock 
category are Gary Wright's 
•Light of Smiles" and 
Utopia's "Ra." 
Space rock began with 
rink Floyd and Manfred 
Mann in Hie mid 60s and 
blossomed into an im- 
portant aspect of rock in 
the late fiOs. Musicians were 
serious about what they 
were playing and made 
each record a complete trip 
into what were then un- 
defined regions of sound 
and thought. 
There are stories about 
students spending their 
week's food money for the 
inspiration the Moody Blues 
gave. The message was the 
search for truth; learning to 
cope in a world that seemed 
to have none. 
OBVIOUSLY,   TIMES 
have changed and so has 
the music. No longer do we 
find albums with the power 
of   the   Moody   Blues. 
Instead we are surrounded 
by synthesizers gone wild 
and phased guitars, circling 
around some of the lamest 
lyrics ever written. 
Gary Wright's "Light of 
Smiles" contains an in- 
credible amount of poten- 
tial, but he seems unable to 
Up It. The album clearly 
displays Wright's ability to 
make a synthesizer howl 
and moan. The rhythms 
are all keyboard in- 
struments and no guitars 
appear on the album, an 
interesting experiment in 
electronic music. 
His vocals are catchy in 
their spaced Peter Fram- 
pton way, but the lyrics 
cannot support an otherwise 
decent effort. None of the 
spiritual feeling Wright 
must be trying to convey 
comes across. 
Listen to cuts like "Who 
Am I" and "Empty Inside" 
and hear for yourself. I 
cannot help but hear this 
record as elevator music of 
the future. 
TODD     RUNDGREN 
becomes a name in the 
band called Utopia in "Ra." 
Make no mistake, this is 
Rundgren's album and his 
approach to space rock is a 
step beyond Wright's "Ra" 
sets the scene as a fictitious 
place where the absurd is 
bound to happen). 
Utopia is a powerful 
group with the ability to 
present the unknown with a 
cockeyed point of view. 
"Magic Dragon Theatre" 
and "Singling and the Glass 
Guitar" and excursions in 
sound that become wor- 
thwhile because of the 
absence of self- 
righteousness. 
As usual for an album 
involving Todd, the playing 
time is well over 50 
minutes. While there is no 
inspirational message, 
"Ra" Is worth the time and 
money for its story telling 
alone. 
'Playboy' -- ambitious, successful play 
Review by 
Beth Rnoney 
The Irish drama "The 
Playboy of the Western 
World, presented last 
weekend, was well worth 
seeing. It was an ambitious 
project,   full   of   potential 
pitfalls, but director John 
Countryman and cast 
avoided most of them. 
The main problems were 
with the dialect and the 
Inexperienced cast. But 
there were so many aspects 
of the show that were 
handled   competently   that 
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Eighth  Street 
minor problems with 
language or charac- 
terizations were only an- 
noyances. 
The production obviously 
was staged with care, for a 
great deal of attention was 
paid to every detail. Chuck 
Drury's set filled the Joe E. 
Brown stage, from the 
thatched roof to the glowing 
logs at the hearth. It 
seemed to be an authentic 
alehouse transported 
overseas and through time- 
a departure from the 
standard flimsy stage set. 
THE   EARTHY-TONED 
costumes by Ruth Seligman 
also were well-done, 
authentic and consistent 
with the script's 
qualification. The only 
exception was the silk 
uniform patches on the 
knees of Christy, which 
looked unrealistic in 
comparison to the others. 
Countryman's precise 
direction was evident in the 
consistency of dialect, the 
sense of enthusiasm in the 
cast, the smoothness of 
inexperienced actors and 
the functional blocking 
which looked natural and 
utilized every portion of the 
stage. The only flaw was a 
scene In the third act, In 
which the character Phllly 
CuUen was positioned to 
look directly at the intruder 
Old Mahon, yet never saw 
or acknowledged him. 
Lori D'Angelo redeemed 
her "Chemln de Fer" image 
as a stereotyping actress 
with a sensitive and strong 
portrayal of Pegeen Mike. 
Although at times she may 
have come off as too 
shrewish,    her    charac- 
terization was well-rounded 
and natural, and her brogue 
the clearest and most 
consistent. 
Bob Shank as Old Mahon 
also demonstrated hidden 
talent with the most 
realistic depiction of old age 
I have seen on the 
University stage. His was 
not a caricature; it was a 
motivated and brilliantly 
performed portrait of old 
age, from snarling grunts to 
arthritic hands. He and 
D'Angelo were most adept 
at the rhythm of the 
language and at tran- 
smitting the meaning of the 
words to the audience 
despite their unfamiliarlty. 
MICK      BAKER      as 
Chrlstry Mahon was new to 
the stage and it showed in 
his stiffness, trouble with 
consistency of dialect and 
overemphasis on facial 
expression. However, he 
won the audience's empathy 
with his sudden Insights on 
comic lines and his credible 
portrayal of a boy who 
becomes a man. 
Mark Moglll as Shawn 
Keogh is also a relative 
newcomer and must leam 
that although slapstick and 
overemphasized facial 
expression can be 
tremendously funny. It can 
seriously detract from a 
character's bellevability if 
used too often or without 
reason in drama. MagUl did 
use his expressive face to 
advantage in his portrayal 
of the weak and frightened 
Shawn, and demonstrated 
his gift for comic timing 
and potential genius at 
stage business. 
Susan McDonnell's Widow 
Quin was abrasive, spiteful, 
wise and sometimes sof- 
thearted-in short, a near- 
perfect characterization by 
a potentially talented ac- 
tress. She spoke too fast.and 
had a tendency toward 
forced or unnecessary 
gesturing. 
"The Playboy of the 
Western WorUT was the 
most intellectual play 
presented this year, 
because It was a drama that 
had to project a different 
time, nation and several 
abstract Ideas. It was a 
tragicomedy In the best 
sense. It made the audience 
laugh and It made them 
think. 
Leap 
Newtphotm   bv   Dun   6om*l< 
With the grace of a Paul Warfleld and the agility of an Olga 
Korbut, this University student bounds Into tbe air to catch a 
frlsbee flung toward the Sun. At spring-like weather approaches, 
this activity will be more evhtent-maybe with a little practice 
he'll catch It 
Songbirds require feeding help 
By BUI Fink 
Outdoors Columnist 
Some species of Ohio 
wildlife may require the 
help of the state's citizens to 
make it through this ab- 
normally cold winter, ac- 
cording to the Ohio 
Department of Natural 
Resources (ODNR). 
"For some wildlife 
snecies such as deer, the 
weather is posing no 
problems," chief Dale 
Haney of the ODNR's 
division of wildlife, said. 
"Some smaller animals, 
however, such as the 
bobwhite quail and 
songbirds, need help. The 
extreme cold temperature 
coupled with blowing and 
drifting snow may have a 
serious impact on these 
smaller species." 
NORTHWEST Ohio is no 
exception. Wood County 
Game Protector Dean Scott 
said.   "I haven't personally 
BARGAIN PRICES 
IM«W«in%M4M*l*M.H. 
seen any. but I imagine 
there'll be a pretty heavy 
toll." he said of the 
potential loss of quail 
populations in the county 
because of the adverse 
weather. 
SCOTT SAID the problem 
mostly is affecting the 
smaller birds, such as quail. 
"Quail are smaller birds 
with shorter legs, making it 
liarder for them to forage 
food." he said, ndding that 
ODNR plans to begin 
feeding operations for 
pheasant if it becomes 
necessary. 
Because these smaller 
birds are having problems 
obtaining sufficient food in 
this snow cover, ODNR is 
urging people to help them 
make it through the winter. 
Those persons in rural 
areas knowing of quail 
coveys and concentrations 
of other wildlife have been 
asked to aid birds by 
scattering   quantities   of 
cracked corn, soybeans or 
other grain near these sites. 
It is advised that food be 
placed near any type of 
protective cover to insure 
that it won't be covered by 
snow and so the feeding 
wildlife won't be bothered 
by predators. 
Rural residents should do 
just the opposite when 
feeding small songbirds. 
Bread, fruit and other food 
scraps should be scattered 
In open areas so feeding 
wildlife can avoid city 
predators, such as cats. 
According to Scott, 
however, this feeding must 
remain consistent. "The 
only thing is. when feeding 
wildlife, they become 
dependent. You've got to do 
it every day until enough 
natural food is available to 
them." 
He said there might  be a 
problem with fish in local 
waterways because of Ice 
forming down to the bottom 
of some of the holes lining 
the rivers. "There's not too 
much you can do about 
that," he added. "The 
Maumcc River might ex- 
pect a heavy fish kill." 
What effect all of this 
snow will have on fish and 
game populations when the 
snow begins to melt in the 
spring is yet to be seen. "It 
can have an effect," Scott 
said, "especially In the 
lowlands. But it's hard to 
say right now." 
With any luck, the snow 
will melt slowly, preventing 
flooding, and not harm 
human, fish or game 
populations. But until it 
does. Ohio residents will 
have to lend a helping hand 
to wildlife. Efforts toward 
improving wildlife habitat 
so animals can survive the 
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Dual heating program explored 
Tk«rs<Uy, Feb. 14,1*77, TV BG Newi Page i 
By Sherry Klrkendall 
Staff Reporter 
Robert J. McGecin, 
(■rector of facilities and 
energy planning, said 
earlier this week that his 
iffire is investigating the 
feasibility of having a dual 
heat source in those 
buildings that formerly 
relied only on natural gas. 
and said il conversion was 
to oil. fuel for the dual 
energy system could be 
stored in a 200.000 gallon 
storage tank of the campus, 
if proven feasible, we 
will be in the position of 
storing fuel oil on campus 
sufficient for a three to five 
month supply." McGeein 
said. 
' This would insure 
uninterrupted operations of 
five  campus  buildings-the 
Ice Arena, the IET building, 
Central Services, the Art 
Annex and Channel 57." 
HE ADDED THAT 
conversion attempts 
already have been made in 
some areas, including the 
conversion of one of the 
University"s five boilers 
from coal to oil. 
'We will continue to have 
some facilities which will 
remain entirely gas- 
dependent." McGeein said. 
"However, with our current 
allocation this should prove 
no problem." 
McGeein explained that 
the goal of energy planning 
was to maximize the use of 
coal and to provide dual 
heat sources in all buildings 
where it is feasible. 
One of the con- 
siderations yon have to 
make at this point are the 
capital costs you have to 
make to make the con- 
versions measured against 
the potential of interrupted 
supplies of energy 
resources," he added. 
"Hopefully the equipment 
already purchased is usable 
in any long term solution." 
MCGEEIN   ESTIMATED 
last month's expenditures 
for conversion equipment 
and supplies at about 
$15,000. He said he also has 
asked the educational 
budget committee for an 
additional $223,000 to cover 
next  year's  fuel  costs. 
"I really expect very 
little, if any, increase in 
energy consumption next 
year," McGeein said, "but 
fuel prices are going to keep 
getting higher." 
"Regardless of how you 
look at it," he continued, 
"we're In for a very long 
period when energy costs 
and the supply of energy 
sources will be eratic. and 
we must so plan the 
facilities of the University 
that we'll be able to insure 
uninterrupted operations. " 
McGeein said he would 
seek funds from a number 
of sources to implement the 
program if It appears 
feasible, including ad- 
ditional state aid. 
University budgets and 
auxiliary budgets. 
"The total energy budget 
for the University last year 
was $2 4 million." he said, 
"and if we did not have an 
energy management 
program, that figure would 
be just about $1 million 
higher." 
Philosophy instructors, WBGU-TV 
produce TV series on liberation 
Philosophy instructors Dr. Donald W Scherer and Dr. 
Thomas W Attig are conducting a four-part television 
documentary scries examining liberation and liberation 
movements. The shows will be produced in conjunction 
with television producer Patrick T. Fitzgerald, director of 
instruction at WBGU-TV Channel 57. from where they will 
l)o broadcast. 
The serirs is funded by grants totaling $40,000 from the 
Ohio Program in the Humanities (OPH) and an equal 
amount from the University. Four one-hour videotaped 
segments are scheduled to be aired between September 
and December. 
Last year Attig was involved in the production of a five- 
part scries on medical ethics, also done in connection with 
OPH. 
LAST YEARS documentary dealt with the fair 
distribution of scarce medical resources, euthanasia and 
the problems in defining death for medical and legal 
purposes. 
Attig said he wants to make this year's presentation 
more "visually interesting." 
"We are building some art work into the script. The art 
will be done by lassociatel professor of art Thomas R. 
Hilty and some of his students We also envision a skit 
involving a husband and wife discussing the wife's desire to 
get out of the home and work, and the problem of her 
becoming more assertive of her rights." he said. 
Scherrr said the first segment of the series will be "an 
overview of what liberation has meant to various groups, 
and what the prominent liberation movements are." 
He said no particular movement will be singled out and 
the project will attempt to show what liberation means for 
different people. 
THE SECOND program will highlight sexual liberation, 
and deals mainly with women's liberation and the sexual 
roles of men and women. 
Scherer said the medium of television has conveyed 
philosophy by either lecture or panel discussion. 
"We are the only folks in the world who are making 
documentries in which we are trying to present 
philosophical points using the medium of television in any 
format besides a lecture or panel discussion," he said. 
The third show will deal with the oppressive practices 
that are often inflicted upon dying people and the way 
people repress their sorrow after a death has occurred. 
"THE FEELINGS get bottled up, and that Just oppresses 
them and keeps them from expressing all the grief they 
feel inside," Scherer said. 
The movement to make education a force to help people 
liberate themselves will be the focus of the fourth show. 
"We want to make the general public aware that the 
word 'liberation' is not Just a slogan, but that there arc 
real, important substantive ideals of dignity and equality 
that underly that word and that these ideals are opposed to 
oppression and alienation, and people being treated in very 
poor ways," Scherer said. 
Big Mac Attack 
Survival Kit 
Proven effective for the relief of 
Big Mac Attack — that irresistible 
craving for a Big Mac. Kit contains 
"Twoallbeefpnttiesspecialsaucelettuce 
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BURGER CHEF 
LETS YOU MAKE 
YOUR OWN SALAD. 
JUSTTHE WAY YOU LIKE IT. 
ifessrj 
There are plenty of hamburger places 
in town. Dul at Burger Chef you 
gel more to like than just 
burgers. You can gel a 
heaping bowl of fresh 
lalnd made just the 
way you like. How 
do we know you'll 
like it7 Because you 
make it yourself at 
our unique Salad Dar. 
With crispy lettuce. 
Fresh, full flavored veg-% 
etables. And your choice"** 
of salad dressings. Our 
Salad Bar proves you get 
more to like at Burger Chef. 
[ftzrj 
Faculty shifting policy abandoned] 
I According to Sheldon 
Halpern,   vice   provost   for 
I faculty affairs, the 
University's three-year-old 
policy of shifting faculty 
positions between colleges 
upon the retirement or loss 
of a faculty member and 
the hiring of a subsequent 
replacement is being 
abandoned this year. 
Halpern said a 
"reasonable balance" 
between the colleges has 
been achieved and the 
provost's office is not 
looking for further faculty 
changes. 
"It's not really a switch in 
policy decision. The Job is 
finished," he said.'The 
total number of student 
credit hours per faculty 
member is not that different 
anymore between the 
colleges." 
THE   POLICY   OF   in- 
tercollege shifting was 
developed with the aim of 
reapportioning faculty 
positions so that un- 
derstaffed colleges could 
pick up needed staff 
members when retirements 
occured   in   other   depart- 
ments, Halpern explained. 
"But now that difference 
and problem of unbalanced 
staffing has been 
eliminated." he said, "and 
there is no further intention 
of moving positions between 
colleges. There may 
however be some need to 
move positions within the 
colleges themselves." 
Halpern said some 
departments are still un- 
derstaffed but 
reorganization and careful 
filling of vacated positions 
could solve that problem. 
Halpern  also  said  some 
new faculty members have 
been hired, but said he 
wasn't sure if they would be 
considered new and ad- 
ditional faculty members or 
replacements. 
"All faculty recruitment 
and hiring goes on in the 
colleges themselves and not 
here." Halpern said. "I 
really don't know that there 
are any new faculty 
positions designated for 
next year." 
Exam schedule corrections 
6:00 p.m. to 
10:00 p.m. 
ACCT221 INFO 160 SPCH102 (5101, 102 
5:30 p.m. 6:00 p.m. SUNDAY 3-13 
ACCT222 PSYC201 8:00 p.m. 




Emotional and Material Pregnancy Aid will conduct a 
meeting at 7:30 p.m. Monday in the Newman Center, St. 
Thomas More. Members and volunteers will discuss 
single women pregnancy and the alternatives to abor- 
tion. 
The meeting is open to the public. 
Cedar Point 
Cedar Point will interview at the University on March 
3 and 4. Sign-ups are taking place now in the Student 
Employment Office, 460 Student Services Bldg. 
Hockey raffle 
Two autographed hockey sticks and five pucks will be 
raffled this weekend by Phi Epsilon Kappa, the 
professional physical education organization.   Tickets, 
25 cents each or five for $1. are available at 200 
Memorial Hall or from any member. The drawing will 
be made during the hockey series this weekend. 
Free movie 
"Mart-Sade," a film based on the play by Peter 
Weiss, will be shown by the department of Hussion and 
German from 8 to 10 p.m. today in 105 Hanna. The 
movie is free and open to the public. 
Scholarship 
A $300 scholarship is being offered by the Alumni 
Association to a qualified student in the College of 
Health and Community Services. 
Applications and further information are available at 
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beef combined in these two 
great burgers Plua all tht 
trimmings Plus you 
aava 3t**I 
, BIG SHEF MEAL DEAL 
ONLY $1.09 
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You get a triple-deck 
Dig Shef# Plus French Fries J 
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Plua you aavo %U\ 
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,8fSJ"3   C^M_PU*CALENDAR KELLER:   No more FP'S lor 
H*    ■ vou!    Congrats   to   you   & 
^ JJ   Th^rj*»-_F»^ar» 24' '»" Harry O on your engagement 
Love,   Norma.   Two Tone,   a. 
Computational Services UNIVAC SEMINARS    SPSS and AMD       Gumby. 
on the Univac, room 220 Math Science at 10:00 a.m. !  
barm    Call  352 
LOT 
510 E. Wooster 
Bowling Green iftzrj 
f   f   f   f    fff   |f   f 
LOST AND FOUND 
lost; set ol Keys on campus 
Feb. 31. Can be Identified by 
a VW Key and VW leather 
patch attached to keys. Call 
IS? 4071. 
LOST. Pr. of rimless glasses. 
Plastic Lenses brown case. If 
lound call 373 3040. Ask for 
Dick. 
LOST: Small baby spoonrlng 
between SS and Ed. Bldgs. on 
Feb. 17. Great sentimental 
value REWARD. Call Sal 
686 3566 or 37? 0252 
HELP WANTED 
SUMMER JOBS: FIFTY 
STATE catalogue of over 3000 
summer job employers (with 
application forms). Send S3 
to: SUMCHOICE. Box 645. 
State College, PA 16801 
WANTED 
Wanted Disco Unit and also 
girl singer. Call 352 1377 after 
4. 
1 M. to subl. apt. spr. Ith & 
High $55 a mo. Swimming 
pool Rec. Hall. 35? ?365 ask 
for John. 
ED '* F. to subl. apt. spr. qtr. 
Call 352 5607 
F. to subl. apt. spr. qtr. 
. Haven House 1 mo. Rent 
1
 FREE Debbie 35? 4*04. 
1 rmmt. for spr. qtr. Prefer 
serious student prlv. bdrm. 
Call Brad. 352 2365 
F. rmmt. needed spr. qtr. 
turn, house. Vi block fr. 
campus. ISO mo. Call Immed. 
35053. 
1 F. rmmt. needed tpr. qtr. 
lor new apt. Close to campus. 
, Ph. 352 4890 
Need 1 M. rmmt. for tpr. qtr. 
Furn. $65 mo. 353-3391. 
1 M. rmmt. to fill 4 man apt. 
for spr. qtr. J?00 qtr. No 
deposit. Ph. JS2-4M0. 
F. to subl. apt. spr. qtr. Univ. 
VIII. Mary Jo 352-4336. 
M. rmmt. for tpr. Prater or ad 
or serious student. Prlv. 
bdrm. 352 322t 
1 French Canadian rmmt. for 
spr. qtr. on campus. Com 
posez2 57S7 or 2 1605. 
1 F. rmmt. spr. Haven Hse. 
Mar. & June rent pd. Will 
negot. rest. 3 3608 
1 F. rmmt. Immed. or spr. 
across from campus. $55 mo. 
353 3406 
PERSONALS 
Sig Eps Thanks for the lea 
on Friday it was greatl Tht 
Alpha Phis. 
Congratulations Rob Dowllng 
on a fine lob at I.F.C 
Secretary. The Brothers ol 
Sigma Chi. 
We didn't pull of the Kidnap 
but the next time you'll be 
trapped thankt to all who 
helped. PS. Next time we'll 
have a metal door. '77 Pike 
til Sis Pledges. 
The Brothers of Delta Upsllon 
would like to congratulate 
Kim and Reese on their 
lavaller. 
MUNCHI MUNCHI 
Sue (Beak) Happy Day after 
your Birthday! The Gang. 
The 76 77 Alpha Sigma Phi III' 
slg pledge class thank tne 
brothers fo all the great times 
we've had so far. We know 
there's more to come! Party 
Hardy - Ut. 
Bob, you found a gem among 
• II those rockt. 
Congratulations to you and 
Marcl on your EN, KD 
engagement. The Brothers of 
Sigma Nu. 
EUNIE'S BAR. Happy Hours 
Thurt. from 912 p.m. 809 S. 
Main St. 
MUNCHERS. At pres. and 
vke pret. of Munch Control, 
we feel It our duty to remind 
you that wherever you go and 
what ever you do MUNCH 
CONTROL It watching you. 
So get ptyched for this 
weekend and Happy MUN- 
CHINI Nib 4 B. 
Congratulations to Brother 
John Knox on being Inducted 
Into The B.O. Hall of Fame. 
The Brothers of Beta Theta 
PI. 
U.A.O. PRESENTS: TOM 
MY STARRING    ROGER 
DALTREY, ELTON JOHN, 
ANN MARGARET. JACK 
NICHOLSON AND TINA 
TURNER DATE: 
FEBRUARY 35 36 PLACE: 
MAIN AUDITORIUM 
UNIVERSITY HALL. 
WEATHER GETTING YOU 
DOWN? LET WFAL 
BRIGHTEN YOUR DAY. 
EMPA Emotional and 
Material Pregnancy Aid. We 
care. 3536336. kM 8. F. 13 
pm. Tu. W. Th. 6:309:30 pm. 
Pendleton Realty Apts. for 
Fall 353 3641. It does make a 
difference with whom you 
lease Ask yodur friends! 
FOR SALE 
1976 (Vespa like). Motor 
Scooter ex. cond. low 
mileage  353 8503 
AMPEG V4-B head SVT 
bottom could be used for base 
or lead guitar. 352 785? 67 
pm. 
Peavy TNT. 100 3 mo. old 
make offer 353 3343 
Flute French     model 
(Armstrong) VG cond. Silver 
body 8, head For Info. 35? 
4733. 
Kustom ?O0 AMP. with CTS 
Lansing bottom. S?00 Call 
37? 1046. 
FOR RENT 
Couple desiret house apt. to 
sublease April to end of July. 
353 1614. 
Apts. for 4 students. ? bdrm. 
near campus. 9 or 12 mo. 
leases. 352 7365. 
House for 6 students girls 
only. 9 mo. lease near 
campus. Ph. 352 7365. 
Rm. for 2 M all M. house. 1 
blk from campus avail, now. 
Ph. 353 3855. 
1 F. rmmt. to subl apt. S83 
mo. E. Wooster. Sulie 352- 
2472. Spr. or summer. 
Need 2 3 people to sublease 
house across from Rogers for 
summer. Call 372-3848 
summer. 
J150   mo 
2243. 
Mid Am Manor    641 3rd Now 
renting.   Furn.  J267.  Unlurn. 
J?00   All  util.  pd.  Exc. elec. 
35? 4380. 9-5 p.m. 
Girls student rms. Spr or 
Fall qtrs J17 wk. Kitchen 
tacilities. 135 Ridge St. 352 
4517 
Must   subl    apt. 
BG. Apts 818 & 8?? 2nd St. ? 
bdrm. furn. w.a.c. ft, gas heat. 
Upper Level S3?0 mo. plus 
elec. Ground Level $300 mo. 
plus elec. Summer $150 mo. 
plus elec. Yr. Lease $?50 mo. 
plus elec. Model Apt A 4 818 
?nd St. 35? 0205 or 35? 5?39. 
House lor 6 students girls 
only. 9 mo. lease near 
campus. Ph 351 7365. 
Apts. for 4 students. 2 bdrm. 
near campus. 9 or 12 mo. 
leases. 35? 7365 
Couple desires house apt. to 
subl April to end of July 353- 
1614. 
Campus Manor renting tor 
summer air cond. SPECIAL 
rates model opened 124:30 
dally  Ph. 35? 930? or 35? 7365. 
Hall House 1 bdrm. for 3 
students. Girls only, located 
on E. Wooster. 352 7365. 
1 bdrm. apt. to subl. for spr. 
qtr. 352 6373. 
TWO BEDROOM. FOUR 
PERSON. AIR CON- 
DITIONED. TENANT PAYS 
ONLY FOR ELECTRIC. 
$65.00 MONTH PER 
STUDENT. LOCATED AT 824 
SIXTH STRET. EXCELLENT 
CONDITION. WASHER ft, 
DRYER IN BUILDING. 
CALL NEWLOVE REALTY 
352-5163. 
2 Bdrm. furn. apts. 
Summer and Fall 
352 1800 or 352 4671 
HAVEN HOUSE now leasing 
for Fall of 1977 NPO EIN 
RATE FROM Fall Of 1976. 
$350 mo. Call 352 9378. Model 
opened Sat. aft. 1-4. 
Rm. for 2 M all M. house. 1 
blk. from campus avail, now. 
Ph. 353 3855. 
1 F. rmmt. to subl. apt. $8] 
mo. E. Wooster. Sulie 3532- 
2472. Spr. or summer. 
Need 2-3 people to sublease 
house across from Rogers for 
summer. Call 372-3848. 
Must subl. apt. ■ summer. 
$150 mo. 1 bdrm. Call 352- 
2243. 
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7 965 expansion plan called for new arena, garage 
By Jamie Pierman 
A performing arts center, a sports arena 
twice the size of Anderson Arena and a 
parking garage. Within three years these 
would have been part of the University 
campus if the 1965 master plan had been 
implemented. 
In 1965, the Office of Institutional 
Research and Development drew up a plan 
for the University which projected what the 
campus would look like in I960 with an 
estimated enrollment of 15,000. There was 
also a plan designed for an enrollment of 
30.000. Since then the Ohio Board of Regents 
has placed an enrollment ceiling of 15,000 on 
the University. 
Many of the planned facilities never 
materialized because of lack of funds and 
the impracticality of some of the proposals. 
AN EDITORIAL in the Oct. 13, 1965 issue 
of the News said the master plan was full of 
"fresh ideas, new concepts, and a pattern of 
progress...if, and when, these plans are 
carried out, Bowling Green State University 
will be on a par with any other college or 
university of this size." 
One major proposal in the plan was the 
establishment of resident colleges. Students 
in a particular area of study would have 
residential and activity areas and 
classrooms in the same general location. 
Maurice I. Mandell, chairman of the 
marketing departing, was at a faculty 
meeting called by University President 
William T. Jerome III in 1965 to discuss the 
master plan. Now Mandell says the idea of 
residence colleges was "impractical, even 
when we had more financial resources than 
we have now. 
"A program like that would have to be 
subsidized by students going to regular 
classes. They would be subsidizing a select 
group of students." 
The residence colleges have been tried at 
other universities, Mandell said, but they 
are a "luxury we can't afford." 
BICYCLE PATHS were to be constructed 
on campus. They were to be surfaced or 
colored with material contrasting from 
pedestrian walks. 




to be held 
Wed., Thurs., andFri., 
sign up in 
the BG News Office 
106 University Hall 
garage near the power plant. Robert J. 
McGeein, director of facilities and energy 
planning, said a parking garage still is a 
possibility "if we ever get a firm handle on 
the traffic needed to finance one." He said 
the garage would have to produce enough 
revenue to pay for its operations and con- 
struction. 
In the master plan was a 75-acre area for 
married student housing. "I think the 
married students would say there is a need 
for this," McGeein said. Again, such housing 
would have to be self-sustaining. 
Athletic and recreation facilities, in- 
cluding a field house and sports arena, were 
to be clustered around the Stadium. 
McGeein said the rec center is being con- 
structed on Sterling Farm because it is 
closer to campus. 
IN 19(5. construction began on Doyt L. 
Perry Field. The master plan called for the 
former site of the football field, between the 
Education Building and the Library, to be 
"fondly remembered as Gridiron Mall." 
In areas of heavy pedestrian traffic, 
buildings were to be constructed with an 
open first floor on stilts. 
In addition to construction of new 
buildings, the master plan called for the 
removal of all sorority and fraternity 
houses. They would be replaced by a special 
greek village, somewhere on or off campus. 
If the Board of Regents had not limited 
the University to a 15,000 enrollment, the 
master plan designed for a student body of 
30,000 would have included a planetarium 
and the expansion of the stadium. 
The 1965 master plan was not the only 
design created for the University. In 1918, a 
plan was drawn up for the Bowling Green 
State Normal College. At that time, then- 
were only five permanent buildings on 
campus: The administration building 
(University Hall), a science building 
iMoseley Hall), the training school iHanr.a 
Hall), a men's dorm (Shatzel Hall), and the 
power house (Centrex), 
PROPOSALS IN the 1918 plan included a 
museum, a playground for the children of 
faculty and staff and construction of the city 
high school on the site of Overman Hall. 
Rodgers Quad is located on the site of the 
old orchard and Conklin Hall and new 
fraternity row are on the spot of the old 
farmyard. The farmyard, used for 
agricultural studies, included a swine barn, 
poultry bam, vegetable plots and two 
grazing pastures. 
An article in the Nov. 9, 1965 issue of the 
News said, "So you thought the University's 
long-range plan of 1918 was funny, did you? 
Place yourself in the year 2125...the very 
things we need the most today will probably 
be obsolete by that time...what about these 
dining halls that the 1965 master plan calls 
for? You'd think they never heard of 
vitamin pills." 
The 1918 plan looks antiquated and quaint 
now and while parts of the 1965 master plan 
seem out of reach and futuristic, it too, 
might seem as outdated as the 1918 plan, 
someday. 
Old plans 
At one time planners visualized some new facilities 
for the University. This IMS map depicts what the 
campus might have looked like In the future with the 
addition of a new arena and recreational facility i 
th^jjECacnt itadjiun. 
Rhodes gets varied replies to energy question 
COLUMBUS (API-"Have 
visitors and quests only in 
winter." wrote one 
respondent. "Their body 
heat will cut your fuel bill. 
Explain to friends and in- 
laws that you must live 
alone from April to 
November." 
That was one suggestion 
offered to Gov. Rhodes, who 
is scouring the North 
American continent for 
natural gas and solutions to 
Ohio's energy crisis. 
The state spent about 
$12,000 recently on 
newspaper advertisements 
soliciting gas supplies in the 
Southwest.    The   governor 
and his top energy advisors 
also have made flying trips 
to Canada, Texas and 
Oklahoma beating the 
bushes for gas supplies. 
Peter Susey, deputy 
director of the Ohio Energy 
Resource and Development 
Agency, has seen most of 
the replies solicited by the 
advertising campaign and 
notes that many show little 
sympathy for Ohioans and 
their gas crisis. 
"SOME PEOPLE have 
just torn the ad out of their 
papers and scrawled four- 
letter words on it and 
mailed it in," Susey said. 
Other thoughtful tips from 
the governor: 
-"Avoid using petroleum 
based charcoal lighter on 
picnics.Use precision ground 
magnifying glass fueled by 
ever renewable solar 
energy to start your fire." 
-An 11-year-old in Elyria 
wrote asking for a list of 
schools that would be 
closed "The reason I would 
like to know is because if 
the schools shut down we 
kids will have to go to 
school in the summer and 
I'm sure you would not like 
to go to school In the 
summer If vou were a kid." 
-A retired Navy man in 
Tampa suggested hauling 
oil up frozen rivers on 500 
gallon "snow sledge fuel 
tanks." He suggested, 
"These snow sledges can be 
easily towed by helicopter 
to and  from  tankers." 
JOSTEN'S NATIONAL 
COLLEGE RING WEEK 
College is a parl of vour life filled with those 
final exams you'd like to forget, quick meals in 
ihe Union, good friends and much more. 
A college ring Is a symbol of it all. 
In I he vears to come, your college ring will 
reflect t hose davs gone bv al your alma mater. 
The week of February 28 through March 5. 
1977. is a good lime lo invest these memories in 
the purchase ol your own Josien's college ring. 
iiiC__~ 
A SPECIAL DEAL. 
Take advantage of our one week onlv special 
offer and gel any one or all of I he deluxe 
ring oplions at ihe standard ring price. 
Here's whai you get: • White or yellow gold 
• synthetic sunburst stone or blrthstone 
• encrusting • or even full name engraving 
on the inside of the ring... all at no 
extra cost. 
3BQ&7J 
I GET A FREE PEN. 
Come in and lake a look! -Al you! 
I 
participating college booksiore 
Gel a free "highlighter" alcohol 
pen (to help study lor ihoso 
exams) when you present this 
coupon. Hum-, supply limited. 
zip 
! 
, Unifi       I/J A . 
 i.xpi.i-M.i.i,-■ «-»,.. i» 1.1,, -■ in ^-^^^— ^ani !■■■■■ aaaaBaaaiB^naaiaaaa* «■■■»-«■■*«■■■• al 
~^~~ Available at: 
BEE GEE   1424E  WOOSTER  •  KLEVERS JEWELRY:  125 NORTH MAIN 
STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE: 530 EAST WOOSTER  •  UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE: STUDENT SERVICES BLDG. 
UNIVERSITY THEATRE AND 
^faQflMUtt  SvUA. proudly present 
LE CABARET FOLLIES 
"A variety show brimfull of songs and 
dances that will keep you smiling, toe- 
tapping, and applauding. A showcase of 
all the Cabaret Players, who perform 
music from Pop to Classical, from 
Tinpan Alley to Broadway...the Grand 
Finale of the Cabaret season." 
OPENING NIGHT 
FRIDAY, FEB. 25th 
ONE PERFORMANCE - 9:00 P.M. 
Hoar the host songs 
from the bosi shows. 
Including: 
A Chorus Line 
Shenandoah 
The Magic Show 
Applause 
and, of course, 
CABARET 
Make plans now 
















RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED • 352-5211 
STUDENT DISCOUNT 
Indoor Track... 
Do women know the score? Men look for improvement 
By BUI Eftep 
Sports Editor 
The scoring system and a dirt track, 
not the opposition, may slow down the 
Falcon women's indoor track squad 
this weekend. 
The local thinclads, who continue to 
make giant strides in their first 
varsity campaign, will challenge a 
seven-team field Saturday at the 
Northwestern University Invitational. 
And although BG coach Dave 
Williams respects the ability of en- 
trants Western Michigan, Western 
Illinois, Indiana State, University of 
Wisconsin branches Milwaukee and 
Parkside and the hosts, he's more 
concerned about the unusual scoring 
setup. 
"We really might be hurt by the 
scoring they're going to use for the 
meet."  Williams  said  yesterday. 
"They're going to use the dual meet 
scoring of 5-3-1 instead of the usual 10- 
8-6-4-3-1 we've faced In every other 
invitation this season. So, If we place 
fourth, we don't get any points." 
AND THEN there's the track. 
"I'm not going to expect anyone to 
qualify (for nationals) this weekend," 
Williams said. "Northwestern has a 
dirt track and the times will be really 
slow." 
However, dirt or not, It was slow 
times in the distance events which led 
BG's demise In last weekend's 56-39 
dual loss on Eastern Michigan's tartan 
surface. 
"I thought our times were ex- 
tremely good for this time of year," 
Williams said. "But the times that the 
distance people ran were much too 
slow, especially in the 880 and mile. 
"THE THREE events that hurt us 
the most were the 60, 880 and the mile 
relay," he said. "Even though Gall 
Billet ran a good 60 17.651, we are still 
in need of a good sprinter. Jan 
Samuelson (second in 2:28.4), Becky 
Dodson (third in 2:29) and Mary Sue 
Rush (fifth in 2:31.6) started the 880 
too slow followed by a slow, slow third 
220." 
Falcon winners at Eastern included: 
High jumper Mary Zarn (5-0) and shot 
putters Pam Koeth and Kathy Hodkey 
(36-11). 
In addition, Hodkey joined hurdler 
Paula Whetsel. In addition, Hodkey 
joined hurdler Paula Whetsel, who 
garnered third in the 60 highs in 9.2, 
with personal bests. Meanwhile, the 
mile relay quartet of Debbie Wernert, 
Samuelson, Robin Mansfield and Billet 
set a school mark with its second 
place clocking of 4:04.7. 
By Dave Smerdna 
Sports Writer 
The competition might not be as 
good as last week's, but maybe the 
performances will be better for the 
Bowling Green men's indoor track 
team. 
At the Central Collegiate Conference 
(CCC) Championships last weekend 
the Falcons placed ninth out of 16 
teams, and had a mediocre showing, 
according to coach Mel Brodt. 
But the United States Track and 
Field Federation (USTFF) Cham- 
pionships are tomorrow and Saturday 
at Ohio State University. 
"THE COMPETITION won't be as 
keen," Brodt said. "It will be good, 
but there won't be the depth as last 
week." 
And the attitude toward the non- 
scored meet will be a little different. 
In the early part of the year, BG 
tried to qualify relay teams for the 
NCAA indoor championships. 
But this week Brodt said that in- 
dividuals will get the chance to at- 
tempt to run under the national 
qualifying time. The two people with 
the best chance are Kevin Ryan and 
John Anich, members of the two-mile 
troup. Both will compete in the 880- 
yard and  1,000-yard  runs. • 
Both have split times in the half 
mile that could get them to Cobo Hall 
in Detroit for the NCAA's. 
"IT WONT be easy for tbem" Brodt 
said. "They have the ability and the 
competition should be there." 
Aside from those two, Brodt said he 
looks for more thinclads to start 
showing some improvement, 
especially over last week's CCC's. 
"We were just so-so, nothing to be 
elated about, but a few performances 
were encouraging," the BG mentor 
said. 
The meet, which was dominated by 
the University of Michigan and 
Eastern Michigan University, saw the 
Falcons score only 21 points. 
The two-mile relay again had the 
top showing, second place. Brent 
Beams had the best split, 1:53.8. 
The distance medley team, which 
had hopes of NCAA qualification, 
placed third with a 10:02. nine seconds 
too slow. 
Freshman Steve Housley grabbed a 
fourth in the three-mile run at 14:09.2 
and Rick Hutchinson took sixth in the 
1,000-yard run, 2:13.1. 
The only other points came from 
long Jumper Dave Cianelli, who took 
fifth at 22-4 *. 
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Kent State downs 
Falcon hoopsters 
Revenge is sweet. THE   FALCONS  knotted 
Just    ask   coach    Rex   ^ score at K"62 to'01* *• 
Gymnasts want first 
2 Women face state meet 
N»wwho-o   by   Karvn   Botch*™ 
Karen Glenn, performing her uneven parallel bars 
routine in an early-season meet here, will be a key 
figure this weekend when Rowling Green's women's 
gymnasts seek the state crown.    Last year, Glenn 
 finished Iiiurtii In the stale ill all-around competition. 
Club hockey team ride 
11-game win  streak 
Nothing's changed with 
the Bowling Green club 
hockey squad. 
With a Midwest Collegiate 
Hockey Assn. title within 
reach, the local club icers 
won a pair league outings 
last weekend over Oberlin, 
12-2, and Dayton, 12-1. 
BG, riding an 11-game 
win streak and 14-3-1 overall 
and 7-1 league records, 
blasted Oberlin Friday with 
62 shots on goal. 
Co-captain Mark Broz led 
Friday's scoring with five 
goals, while Geoff Haynes, 
Dave Phiel, Augie Faulkner 
and Kenn Welker added two 
apiece. 
THE FORWARD line of 
Mike  Fox,   Greg  Ramsay 
and Geoff Haynes, who 
accounted for seven goals, 
and goalie Mark Harris, 
who stopped 30 Dayton 
shots, combined to key 
■Saturday's victory. 
Coach Shawn Walsh's 
club, league-leaders for 
three weeks, hit the road 
again this weekend, at Ohio 
University Friday and 
league-rival Toledo Sunday. 
An inexperienced club 
volleyball squad opens its 
season against Toledo in 
Anderson Arena Friday at 6 
p.m. Fielding an 8-member 
squad, BG will be led by 
returning veterans Gary 
Humfleet, Glen 
Wasielewski, Mickey Kuhns 
and captain Jay Mosley. 
By Dick Rees 
Associate Sport* Editor 
It's the moment of truth for Rowling Green's women 
gymnasts. 
There's an old cliche that says it's not if you win or lose, 
it's how you play the game. But not for this group. Not 
after finishing second two years in a row. 
Winning is the foremost thing on the Falcon women's 
mind as they prepare for Saturday's state meet at 
Youngstown State University. Two straight runner-up 
honors are nice, but a championship is. well, THE thing to 
aim for. 
May the third time will be a charm. 
ALL INDICATIONS point toward a good Falcon showing. 
The BG women finished their regular season last week with 
a 131.45-125.70 win over Ohio State, giving them their best 
record ever at 8-2. And victories on the beam, BG's 
weakest event all season, the last two weeks appear to 
make the locals strong in all categories. 
But there's always Kent State's Flashes to contend with. 
Winners of the last two state meets and this year ranked 
among the nation's top 20 women's squads, the powerful 
Flashes' once again loom as favorites. 
That's not to say Bowling Green, which lost to Kent 
earlier in the season. 134.75-124.40, isn't a legitimate con- 
tender. 
The Falcons of coach Charles Simpson are talented. Now 
it's time, as they say, to put it all together. 
FOUR FRESHMEN have continually turned in out- 
standing efforts for Simpson this season, but seniors Karen 
Glenn and Theresa Hoover could be the keys this weekend. 
Glenn placed fourth in all-around competition in last 
year's state meet and will again compete in all four events. 
Hoover, who won the state beam championship two years 
ago, will also perform in floor exercise. 
Freshman Cheryl Vasil, who won two events last week 
and who owns the best scores in three events this season 
(vault, beam and floor exercise), rates a strong contender 
in all-around comptition. 
Another freshman, Linda Lehman, will also be an im- 
CCHA playoff plans set 
Central Collegiate Hockey Assn (CCHA) Commissioner 
Fred Jacoby announced yesterday the pairings and sites 
for the first round of the two-game, total-goals league 
playoffs. 
St. Louis, which clinched its fourth regular-season title in 
five years last weekend, will host fourth-place Western 
Michigan March 4 and 6 in the St. 1-ouis Arena. Both 
games will start at 8 p.m. 
Bowling Green, meanwhile, will hosi Ohio State March 4 
at 7:30 p.m. and March 6 at 1 p.m. depending on the out- 
come of this weekend's two-game series with the Buckeyes. 
The Falcons are presently three points ahead of third- 
place Ohio State and need either a win or a tie this 
weekend to clinch home ice advantage in the playoffs. 
portant performer for the Falcons. She has BG's best all- 
around score this season, the best BG bar performance and 
second-best showings on the vault and in floor exercise. 
Freshmen Denise Acell (bars) and Linda England (vault, 
beam and floor ex I should also be able to gamer points for 
the Falcons. 
THE TOP SIX individuals in each event will qualify for 
the Assn. for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (AIAW) 
Midwest Region Five championships at Southern Illinois- 
Carbondale on March 3-5, along with any team scoring 118 
points and any all-around performers totaling 30 points. 
BG, Kent, Miami, Ohio State and Youngstown will 
compete in the meet, which starts at 7 p.m. Saturday in 
Youngstown's Beeghly Center. 
Hughes and his Kent State 
University (KSU) oasket- 
ball squad. 
The Golden Flashes 
avenged an earlier season 
overtime loss to Bowling 
Green with 76-68 Mid- 
American Conference 
(MAC) victory Wednesday 
night at KSU's Memorial 
Gym. 
Burrell McGhee led the 
KSU attack with 26 points, 
hitting 10 of 17 from the 
field and six of 10 from the 
foul line. McGhee was the 
thorn in the Falcons' side in 
the earlier 83-81 overtime 
loss to BG with 34 points. 
It was the sixth straight 
MAC defeat for the Falcons, 
while Kent upped its home 
record to 7-3. Both teams 
now carry identical records 
of 8-15 overall and 4-8 in the 
MAC. 
hosts reeled off eight 
straight points, including 
baskets from McGhee and 
Terry Hobson and four free 
throws by James Collins. 
Collins finished with 15 
points, including seven 
points from the foul line. 
Hobson was the only other 
Kent player in double 
figures with 14. 
Falcon center Ron 
Hammye, who finished with 
14 points, broke the Falcons 
dry spell with a basket 
before Collins and McGhee 
tallied for KSU to give the 
Golden Flashes a 74-64 lead 
with 2:07 remaining. 
Tommy Harris led BG 
with 20 points, but the 6-4 
guard hit only seven of 20 
field shots. BG's Rosie 
Barnes and Dave Sutton 
were also in double figures 
with 12 and 10 points 
respectively. -GREG SMITH 
Stolz signs 28 football recruits 
New head footbsll coach 
Denny Stolz has announced 
that 28 high school recruits 
have signed national letters 
of intent to play football for 
the University. 
Included in the list are 11 
all-state gridders and seven 
who will play in the Ohio 
North-South All-Star game. 
Twenty of the players are 
Ohioans, seven are from 
Michigan and one is from 
Sam in. Ontario. 
"To sign the caliber of 
players that we did is a 
compliment to our staff's 
acceptance by coaches and 
parents and also the ac- 
ceptance of our new football 
program at Bowling 
Green," Stolz said. "I think 
we had an outstanding 
recruiting year. 
"We have some gaping 
holes to fill and some 
personnel weaknesses in 
several areas on our foot- 
ball squad. We feel that 
several   of   these   athletes 
Pendleton Realty 
319 E. Wooster 
IS NOW LEASING FOR FALL, 
Georgetown Manor. Luther Apt., 
Jefferson House, Mt. Vernon, 
North Grove Gardens 
and Forest Apts. 
Call us at 353-3641. It does make a 
difference with whom you lease. 
















US 0OTSTUOH0 PLEDGE: 
Carol Andrews 
*%>W«%%« 
will   provide   immediate 
help." 
The list of recruits: 
OHIO-Chris Bishop (6-3, 
210, DE-FB), Cincinnati 
North CoUege Hill: Mychael 
Clarett (6-2, 205, DE-TE). 
Youngstown Cardinal 
Mooney; BUI Cmehil (6- 
2. 218, DE), Bethel Tate; 
Mike Czack (6-1. 212, LB), 
Parma Padua; Tony 
Dunklin (6-1, 196, TB-FB), 
Cleveland Heights, Tom 
Endsley (6-2, 205 MG-DE), 
Mt. Victory Ridgemont; 
Todd Gates (6-4, 240, DT), 
Columbus Northland; Mark 
Gentile     (6-4, 237) 
Cleveland St. Joseph's; Alvln 
Howard (6-2, 235, OT), 
Cincinnati Woodward; 
Gerald Howard (6-2, 225, 
MG), Columbus Walnut 
Ridge. 
Also, Jim Mazza (6-2, 230, 
OG), Columbus Northland; 
Joe Merrit (5-10, 170, DB), 
Middletown: Dave Panczyk 
(6-2, 208, TE), Parma Vallh 
e; Mark Prchlik (6-2. 220, 
DE-MG). Strongsville; Mike 
Hullo 16-3, 205, DE), Parma 
Valley Forge; Dan She tier 
(5-11, 175. WR), North 
Canton Hoover; John 
Spengler (5-10, 165, K), 
Ottawa Hills; Sam Thacker 
(6-1, 190, DB), Cincinnati 
Princeton; Mike Tucker (6- 
2, 195, QBl, Fairborn Park 
Hills; and Carl Rosser (6-1, 
195, RB), Cincinnati 
Summit Country Day. 
ONTARIO-John Park (6- 
2, 220, FB), Sarnia Northern 
Clous. 
MICHIGAN-Andrew 
Achterhoff (6-5, 210, TE- 
DE), Muskegon; Ed Dow 
(6-1, 218, OG), Lincoln Park 
Southgate Aquinas; Peter 
Hornus (5-10, 186, RB), 
Owosso Cur run a; Dean Hull 
(6-2, 235. OG), Dimondale 
Holt; Dan Putnam (6-2, 210, 
LB), Okemas; Brian 
Shipman (6-2, 198, QBi, 
Drayton Plains Waterford 
Kettering; and Dave 
Windatt (6-0, 208, FB), 
Muskegon. 
Intramural notes 
Entries for the all-campus indoor relays are due 
Monday in the IM office, 201 Memorial Hall. Entries 
are available from fraternity and residence hall 
athletic chairmen. 
Entries for the all-campus swimming meet are due 
Tuesday, in the IM office. The meet will be held at 4 
p.m. Wed., March 2, In the Natatorium. 
Congratulations to the new 




















Vou can prepare yourself to enter 
tnis eacititg held by enrolling in 
an Air Force ROTC program You 
can select from four-year and two- 
year programs leading to a com- 
mission as an Air Force officer 
t-onai degrees 
if you re tne type of guy who looks 
forward lo an exciting future, look 
mio Air Force ROTC programs 
that include preparation as a 
missile launch ofheer in the Air 
Force Help continue the traditions 
that have made our country so 
great Be an A* Force mrsseemen 
Get all the details about Air Force 
ROTC today 
Also there are scholarships avail- 
able, with a $100 monthly al- 
lowance full tuition, books and 
lab tees p-id After college, youII 
have an opportunity lor a chal- 
lenging job and graduate educa- 
CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT OF AEROSPACE STUDIES- 
164  MEMORIAL   HALL     352-5917 ■rfraMIC- taiGrttftt^ifyfi 
